ACROSS
1 Big names describing realistic revolutionary film (4,4)
6 Force small lock (6)
9 Mouth organ? (6)
10 I must interrupt noisy petitioner (8)
11 Crack marksman (4)
12 Shriek, coming across a young man dressing (5,5)
14 Obsession consuming old boy after short time in part of Canada (8)
16 Catch slowcoach heading off (4)
18 Girl from Southwold, in England, going west (4)
19 After six, northern youth returns and rings for a curry (8)
21 Charity event Freuds organised on river (10)
22 Cut off tail of pollock, food fish, on the way back (4)
24 Faithful, a key member of the clergy (8)
26 Bull and steer on left (6)
27 Hear about object, all the rage (6)
28 Strange arrangement involving English police officer (8)

DOWN
2 Peg overly thin? Not half! (5)
3 Having good principles, like one thinking of voting Tory? (5-6)
4 Dislike a model (8)
5 Slip in as service unfolds – holy day massacre results (8,7)
6 Dubious about new drink (6)
7 Odd coming from instruments, trumpet and drums (3)
8 Oarsman in races representing country (3,6)
13 Ordinary workers standing together with line of people below (4,3,4)
15 Can one run broadcast? (9)
17 Unwelcome guest at home, more ill-mannered after drop of tequila (8)
20 Illness of mother, duchess? (6)
23 Completely innocent (5)
25 What may be kept by mourner? (3)

SOLUTION 15,693

A prize of The Good Word Guide by Martin Manser and How to Sound Clever by Hubert van den Bergh will be awarded for the first correct solution opened. Solutions by Wednesday November 22, marked Prize Crossword 15,705 on the envelope, to the Financial Times, 1 Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Solution on Monday November 27.
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The winner’s name will be published in Weekend FT on November 25.